The only plastics
I put in my blue bin
are pots, bottles,
tubs and trays
MOVE FORWARD
2 SPACES

My food waste gets
put in with all the
other rubbish
MOVE BACK 2 SPACES
Use your kitchen caddy and
brown bin for food waste

I put old clothes in
my bins at home
MOVE BACK 3 SPACES
Take them to the clothing
banks please

I don't use bags in
my blue bin
MOVE FORWARD
3 SPACES
Clean, dry and loose

I wash my pots and
bottles clean before
putting in to the blue bin
MOVE FORWARD
1 SPACE
I don't drop rubbish on
the street
MOVE FORWARD
2 SPACES

FINISH

Please put in the green bin
or take to the HWRS/tip

START

WHAT CAN
YOU RECYCLE?

I put wood in
my brown bin
MOVE BACK 2 SPACES

I put crisp packets
in my blue bin
MOVE BACK
1 SPACE
Please put them in
the green bin

I don't have time to
sort my own rubbish
MOVE BACK
2 SPACES

I don't put batteries in
my bins. I take them to
the HWRS/tip
MOVE FORWARD
3 SPACES

Push a pencil through the centre point

C
 ut it out

Copy or stick this template on to the inside
of an old cereal packet

Make you own
spinner/dice
instructions:
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(You can make the game longer by making a rule that the winner
has to roll/spin the exact number to move on to the FINISH line)

First superhero to reach the finish line/earth is the winner!

 ake sure you read and follow the instructions on any POW squares you
M
might land on. You must move forward or backwards as instructed

Roll the dice/spin the spinner and move that many squares on the board

Youngest superhero goes first then play passes to the left

Choose your colour counter/bottle top/stone and place it on the START

Any number of recycling superheroes can play but four players is
a good number

The aim of the game is to save the planet by being the first
superhero to reach the finish line.

Instructions:

O
 ne counter per person - or use different colour
bottle tops or use small stones from the garden instead

A dice or a homemade spinner (template below)

To play,
You will
Need:

